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This work assesses the performance of the recently proposed global natural orbital functional (GNOF) against the
charge delocalization error. GNOF provides a good balance between static and dynamic electronic correlation leading
to accurate total energies while preserving spin, even for systems with a highly multi-configurational character. Several
analyses were applied to the functional, namely i) how the charge is distributed in super-systems of two fragments,
ii) the stability of ionization potentials while increasing the system size, and iii) potential energy curves of a neutral
and charged diatomic system. GNOF was found to practically eliminate the charge delocalization error in many of the
studied systems or greatly improves the results obtained previously with PNOF7.

I. INTRODUCTION

The delocalization error is one of the biggest pending chal-
lenges of current electronic structure methods.1,2 It appears
in many density functional approximations (DFAs),3,4 as well
as wavefunction-based methods, such as unrestricted Hartree-
Fock and its second-order perturbative corrections.5 It has
been studied from many perspectives considering that the en-
ergy of a system with a fractional number of electrons should
be linearly related to the energy of the closest systems with
integer electron numbers.6 Accordingly, the delocalization
error has been explained as a discontinuity in the deriva-
tive of the energy,6 as a self-interaction consequence,7 and
more recently as a multi-electron self-interaction error.3 This
problem causes an energetic overstabilization of fractional
charges8, and has important consequences in many chemi-
cal situations of interest as band gap predictions9, dissoci-
ation curves10 of neutral and charged molecules,11 and ion-
ization potentials.12 Due to its relevance to chemical predic-
tions, many attempts have been made to overcome the prob-
lem of the delocalization error in DFAs.13 Some of these
ideas include functional tuning,12,14 the design of explicitly
corrected functionals8,15,16, and the use of machine learning
approaches.17,18 In fact, surpassing this error has become a
desirable feature to be satisfied in the development of new
methods.19

One-particle reduced density matrix (1RDM) functional the-
ory emerged20–22 in the 1970s as an alternative formalism
to both density functional and wavefunction based methods.
Advances in this area lead to approximate functionals of the
1RDM in its diagonal form, that is, the use of natural or-
bitals (NOs) and its occupation numbers (ONs), which define
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a natural orbital functional (NOF).23,24 It is more appropri-
ate to speak of a NOF rather than a 1RDM functional when
dealing with approximations, since a dependency of the two-
particle RDM (2RDM) persists25 leading to the functional N-
representability problem.26,27 Comprehensive reviews of ap-
proximate NOFs can be found elsewhere.28–30 Nowadays, the
NOF theory has become an active field of research,31–54 and
several advances have been achieved regarding to its efficient
implementation.55–58 Special emphasis should be made on the
open source program DoNOF59 that has been made avail-
able to the community (github.com/DoNOF) to perform NOF-
based calculations.

The design of NOFs has been highly motivated by their
ability to recover static correlation through fractional ONs,
offering an intermediate cost between multireference meth-
ods and common DFAs. In fact, approximate NOFs have
demonstrated to be more accurate than their electron density-
dependent counterparts and to have better scaling with re-
spect to the number of basis functions than wavefunction-
type methods for systems with large amount of strong non-
dynamic correlation. Particularly successful in describing
static electron correlation have been Piris NOFs (PNOFs)
based on electron-pairing,60 namely PNOF5,61,62 PNOF6,63

and PNOF7.64,65 These NOFs are the only ones that have hith-
erto been able to achieve the correct number of electrons for
the resulting fragments in homolytic dissociations,66,67 there-
fore, no delocalization problems have been observed in these
processes.

Although some reports have considered the delocalization er-
ror in NOFs,68 this issue has not received much attention as
in other electronic structure methods. In a previous report69,
it has been shown that PNOFs can simultaneously deal with
static correlation and charge delocalization errors, becoming
a promising option for studying charge-related problems. In
particular, PNOF5 was shown to prefer localized solutions,
whereas PNOF7 can suffer from charge delocalization error,
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although it far outperforms common DFAs. Two years after
PNOF5 was proposed61, it was realized70 that an antisym-
metrized product of strongly orthogonal geminals with the
expansion coefficients explicitly expressed by the ONs leads
to it, which confirms that PNOF5 is strictly N-representable,
i.e., the functional can also be derived from a wavefunction
that is antisymmetric in N-particles. This exceptional prop-
erty of PNOF5 is responsible for the absence of delocal-
ization error, as occurs with wavefunctions that do not vio-
late inherent physical symmetries. Nevertheless, we must re-
call that PNOF5 is equivalent to an independent electron pair
model, hence it only takes into account the intrapair electron
correlation, whereas PNOF7 also includes essentially non-
dynamic interpair correlation which allows it to perform bet-
ter on challenging strong correlation problems38–40,71 where
PNOF5 fails.

Like in the other PNOFs, PNOF7 satisfies several analytic
(2,2)-positivity conditions72 as a consequence of imposing
them on the reconstructed 2RDM. It is well known that these
conditions are necessary but not sufficient for the ensemble
N-representability, so there might be situations where PNOF7
violates the N-representability and the delocalization error ap-
pears. This small but consistent charge delocalization error
shown by PNOF7 was related69 to spurious contributions of
static correlation due to the absence of dynamic interpair cor-
relation terms in the functional. We therefore hope that a bet-
ter balance between dynamic and static electron correlation
will improve or even make the delocalization error disappear.

Recently,48 a new NOF has been proposed for electronic sys-
tems with any spin value regardless of the external poten-
tial, i.e. a global NOF (GNOF), to precisely achieve a better
balance of static and dynamic electronic correlation even for
those systems with multi-configurational character, preserv-
ing total spin. The agreement obtained50 by GNOF with accu-
rate wavefunction-based methods is good for relative energies
and for absolute energies, a fact that points out that good re-
sults come out for good reasons. Therefore, it invites us to test
its performance in the delocalization error, and the best corre-
lation balance is expected to provide improved results. The
objective of this work is to show that the dynamic correlation
provided by GNOF allows to greatly improve the performance
in the delocalization problem.

The work is organized as follows. First, Section II presents a
brief review of GNOF. This is followed by the computational
details of the tests used to characterize the charge delocaliza-
tion error in Section III. Section IV presents an analysis of
the performance of GNOF over the charge delocalization er-
ror in dimers, ionization potentials of chains and the fractional
charge that arises in the dissociation of diatomic molecules.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.

II. THEORY

In this section, we briefly describe GNOF, a more detailed
description can be found in Ref.48 The nonrelativistic Hamil-
tonian under consideration is spin coordinate free; therefore,

a state with total spin S is a multiplet, i.e., a mixed quantum
state that allows all possible Sz values. We consider NI sin-
gle electrons which determine the spin S of the system, and
the rest of electrons (NII = N−NI) are spin-paired, so that all
spins corresponding to NII electrons altogether provide a zero
spin. In the absence of single electrons (NI = 0), the energy
reduces to a NOF that describes singlet states, as expected.

We focus on the mixed state of highest multiplicity: 2S+ 1 =
NI + 1, S = NI/2.31 For an ensemble of pure states {|SMs〉},
we note that the expected value of Ŝz for the whole ensemble is
zero. Consequently, the spin-restricted theory can be adopted
even if the total spin of the system is not zero. We use a single
set of orbitals for α and β spins. All the spatial orbitals will
be then doubly occupied in the ensemble, so that occupancies
for particles with α and β spins are equal: nα

p = n
β
p = np.

The orbital space Ω is divided into two subspaces: Ω = ΩI ⊕
ΩII. ΩII is composed of NII/2 mutually disjoint subspaces Ωg.
Each of which contains one orbital |g〉 with g ≤NII/2, and Ng

orbitals |p〉 with p > NII/2, namely,

Ωg =
{

|g〉 , |p1〉 , |p2〉 , ...,
∣

∣pNg

〉}

. (1)

Taking into account the spin, the total occupancy for a given
subspace Ωg is 2. In general, Ng can be different for each
subspace as long as it describes the electron pair well. For
convenience, in this work we take it equal for all subspaces
Ωg ∈ ΩII to the maximum possible value determined by the
basis set used in calculations.

Similarly, ΩI is composed of NI mutually disjoint subspaces
Ωg. In contrast to ΩII, each subspace Ωg ∈ ΩI contains only
one orbital g with 2ng = 1. It is worth noting that each or-
bital is completely occupied individually, but we do not know
whether the electron has α or β spin: nα

g = n
β
g = ng = 1/2.

Reconstruction of 2RDM in terms of ONs leads to GNOF:

E = E intra +E inter
HF +E inter

sta +E inter
dyn (2)

The intra-pair component is formed by the sum of the ener-
gies of the electron pairs with opposite spins and the single-
electron energies of the unpaired electrons, namely

E intra =
NII/2

∑
g=1

Eg +
NΩ

∑
g=NII/2+1

Hgg (3)

Eg = ∑
p∈Ωg

np(2Hpp + Jpp)+ ∑
q,p∈Ωg,p 6=q

Π(nq,np)Lpq (4)

Π(nq,np) =
√

nqnp

(

δqΩaδpΩa − δqg − δpg

)

(5)

Hpp are the diagonal one-electron matrix elements of the ki-
netic energy and external potential operators, whereas Jpq =
〈pq|pq〉 and Lpq = 〈pp|qq〉 are the Coulomb and exchange-
time-inversion integrals, respectively. NΩ =NII/2 + NI de-
notes the total number of suspaces in Ω, as Ωa denotes the
subspace composed of orbitals above the level NΩ (p > NΩ).
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The inter-subspace Hartree-Fock (HF) term is

E inter
HF =

NB

∑
p,q=1

′ nqnp (2Jpq −Kpq) (6)

where Kpq = 〈pq|qp〉 are the exchange integrals. The prime
in the summation indicates that only the inter-subspace terms
are taken into account (p ∈ Ω f ,q ∈ Ωg, f 6= g). NB represents
the number of basis functions considered. The inter-subspace
static component is written as

E inter
sta =−

(

NΩ

∑
p=1

NB

∑
q=NΩ+1

+
NB

∑
p=NΩ+1

NΩ

∑
q=1

+
NB

∑
p,q=NΩ+1

)′

ΦqΦpLpq −
1
2

(

NII/2

∑
p=1

NΩ

∑
q=NII/2+1

+
NΩ

∑
p=NII/2+1

NII/2

∑
q=1

)′

ΦqΦpLpq −
1
4

NΩ

∑
p,q=NII/2+1

Kpq

(7)

where Φp =
√

nphp with the hole hp = 1− np. Note that Φp

has significant values only when the np differs substantially
from 1 and 0. Finally, the inter-subspace dynamic energy can
be conveniently expressed as

E inter
dyn =

NB

∑
p,q=1

′
[

nd
qnd

p + Π
(

nd
q,n

d
p

)][

1− δqΩb
II

δpΩb
II

]

Lpq

(8)
where Ωb

II denotes the subspace composed of orbitals below
the level NII/2, so interactions between orbitals belonging to
Ωb

II are excluded from E inter
dyn . The dynamic part of np is de-

fined as

nd
p = np · e

−
(

hg

hc

)2

, p ∈ Ωg (9)

with hc = 0.02
√

2. The maximum value of nd
p is around 0.012

in accordance with the Pulay’s criterion that establishes an oc-
cupancy deviation of approximately 0.01 with respect to 1 or
0 for a NO to contribute to the dynamic correlation.

It is worth pointing out that GNOF preserves the total spin of a
multiplet:

〈

Ŝ2
〉

= S (S+ 1), and, Eq. (2) reduces to a PNOF7-
like functional when the inter-pair dynamic term (E inter

dyn ) is ne-
glected, and to PNOF5 if the inter-subspace static term (E inter

sta )
is also disregarded.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Several tests related to the charge delocalization error will be
applied to the functionals, some related to ionized supersys-
tems of repeated well-separated fragments. To analyze the
calculations performed, let us recall the charge localization
metric (CLM) proposed in previous work,69 defined as the

difference between the most charged fragment and the least
charged fragment,

CLM = max
{

Fragment
Charges

}

−min
{

Fragment
Charges

}

, (10)

where the curly braces indicate the set of all fragment charges
in a system. According to this metric, systems with the charge
concentrated in a single fragment will present a value of 1.
Conversely, systems with the charge fully delocalized will
have a value of 0 since all fragments are equally charged. Val-
ues of CLM between these two limit cases indicate partial lo-
calization of the charge.

The CLM provides information on how the charge is dis-
tributed in a molecule, but it does not quantify whether the
charge delocalization error is present. Because fragments in
a given system will be well-separated, there should not be in-
teractions between them. In the case of two fragments, the
energy of the a supersystem should be the sum of the energy
of the neutral fragment, E0, and the energy of the positive
charged fragment E+. Consequently, the energy deviation of
the supersystem from this expected value,

∆E = Esystem − (E0 +E+) , (11)

together with the charge distribution, can be used to quan-
tify the charge delocalization error in systems made up of
two fragments, with a straightforward extension to more frag-
ments when required.

On the other hand, the charge delocalization error makes
the ionization potentials of such supersystems depend on the
number of fragments; therefore, the deviation of the ioniza-
tion potentials in relation to the number of fragments can also
be used as a qualitative indicator of the charge delocalization
error.

All calculations were performed in an in-house Julia version
of the DoNOF code (https://github.com/DoNOF),59 using the
resolution of the identity implementation.55 As the purpose
of this work is to compare PNOF5, PNOF7 and GNOF at its
maximum capacity, the extended pairing approach has been
used, i.e. Ng is equal to the maximum possible value deter-
mined by the basis set used in the calculations, namely a cc-
pVDZ/cc-pVDZ-jkfit basis set.73

IV. RESULTS

Charge delocalization error in dimers

In a previous report,69 PNOF5 and PNOF7 were shown to out-
perform common DFAs by exhibiting a much lower charge
delocalization error. In fact, PNOF5 was shown to be free of
the delocalization error, while PNOF7 exhibited a small but
consistent error. To this end, studies of the relationship be-
tween charge distribution and energy stabilization were car-
ried out for chains of well-separated repeated fragments. The
17 molecules with multireference character of the set W4-17-
MR74 were used as basic units of the chains. In this work, we
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have adopted a similar approach, that is, we have built a super-
system consisting of two fragments separated by a distance of
10 Å using the same set of W4-17-MR molecules. Our inten-
tion is to directly compare the charge distribution and energy
stabilization between two fragments obtained by GNOF with
the results of PNOF7.

FIG. 1. Energy deviation of the supersystems with respect to the
energy sum of the neutral and charged fragments, ∆E = Esystem −
(E0 +E+), as a function of the charge localization metric.

The results are presented in Fig. IV, where the vertical axis
corresponds to the energy deviation of the supersystem with
respect to the energy sum of the isolated charged and neu-
tral fragments, while the horizontal axis corresponds to the
CLM. The PNOF7 values are consistent with the previous
report.69 Recall that the orange downward triangles on the
left (CLM=0) indicate that the charge is equally shared be-
tween the fragments, on the right (CLM=1) that the charge
is on a single fragment, and those distributed along the hori-
zontal axis indicate that the charge is delocalized between the
fragments, increasing the energy deviation with this delocal-
ization. In contrast, the green upward triangles of the GNOF
values are located mostly to the right and above, indicating
that the charge is located on a single fragment. Regrettably,
there are still some systems where the charge delocalization
error has persisted, namely OClO (CLM = 0.50) and B2 (CLM
= 0.80) supersystems. Interestingly, in the case of OClO, an-
other solution was also found with the charge located in a sin-
gle fragment but with a higher energy.

Ionization potentials of chains

A known effect of the charge delocalization error is the devi-
ation of the ionization potentials as the number of fragments
in the system increases.12 Although it has been shown69 that
PNOF7 can provide stable results for helium atom chains and
other weakly correlated systems, even with multireference

character, its performance deteriorates in cases of extreme
static correlation. However, it should be noted that the ob-
served error for PNOF7 is small compared to common DFA
errors that can reach several electron volts.12

FIG. 2. Ionization potentials of chains of repeated and well-separated
fragments of O3. Each mark correspond to the chain with the num-
ber of fragments indicated by the horizontal axis, and the charge lo-
calization metric (CLM) of the charged systems is shown near the
coordinates.
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PNOF7
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To illustrate this effect, the ionization potentials of the O3
chains were calculated, as presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that GNOF, represented by green upward triangles, provides a
stable ionization potential with the number of fragments in the
supersystem, while the ionization potentials of PNOF7, repre-
sented by the orange downward triangles, become dependent
on the size of the system. Furthermore, the ionization po-
tential predicted by GNOF is in excellent agreement with the
experimental value of 12.5 eV.75

Potential Energy Curves

Another known problem associated with the charge delocal-
ization error is the fractional charge that arises in the dissocia-
tion of diatomic molecules. Take the case of LiH as an exam-
ple, for which it was reported68 that the charge delocalization
error may lead to an incorrect electron distribution in the dis-
sociation limit. The corresponding potential energy curves for
neutral and positively charged lithium hydride are presented in
Fig. 3.

The neutral LiH presented in Figure 3a is formed by four elec-
trons, thus, the calculation consists of two electron pairs dis-
tributed in double occupied orbitals of the ΩII subspace. It
can be seen that GNOF presents lower energies than PNOF7
and PNOF5 around the bonding region due to the improved
interpair dynamic correlation. On the other hand, GNOF and
PNOF7 achieve a similar dissociation energy since the contri-
bution of the static correlation becomes more important in this
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FIG. 3. Dissociation curve of Lithium hydride, neutral (LiH) and charged (LiH+). The charge of the lithium atom, computed by a Löwdin
population analysis applied to the GNOF calculation, is presented for selected points.

limit, this energy being lower than the energy of PNOF5 since
the latter only takes into account the intrapair correlation. Re-
markably, all functionals dissociate the system into a neutral
lithium atom and a neutral hydrogen atom.

The charged LiH+ molecule presented in Figure 3b is a three
electron system, so the calculation consists of only one elec-
tron pair distributed in double occupied orbitals of the ΩII

subspace, and one single occupied orbital in the ΩI subspace.
Note that the scale of the vertical axis has been increased to
correctly accommodate the obtained energy values. Again, it
is worth noting that all NOFs dissociate correctly LiH+ into a
charged lithium atom and a neutral hydrogen atom. Besides,
the values of PNOF7 and GNOF are almost the same for this
system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results provided in this work show that GNOF greatly im-
proves the already promising performance of PNOF7 in the
charge delocalization error. In particular, energetic predic-
tions of quantities such as ionization potentials and potential
energy curves benefit from an increase in stability. Therefore,
the good performance in the charge delocalization error, to-
gether with an excellent balance of dynamic and static corre-
lation, makes GNOF a valuable functional for electronic struc-
ture calculations of general interest.
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